FEMININE BEER CANS

Girls To Race With Tea, Tricycles
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Gracious living strikes again. Beer seemed a little strong, so the girls will be drinking tea in the first annual tea-trike race between Brown and Jones Colleges. The event will precede the regular beer-bike race on Rondlet Saturday. Last week Gail Drayton, Brown sophomore, and Becky Rosenberg, Jones sophomore, met at the conference table with Chris Curran of Baker as an innocent mediator to establish the ground rules of the race.

Posterior Motion
According to Miss Rosenberg, the rules will enable the girls to "retain their lovely grace and feminine sophistication." The tea will be chugged from flower-covered beer cans, thus retaining an air of Southern Belle Gentility.

Miss Drayton further pointed out that throughout the race the "posterior must remain on the seat to avoid undue motion which may detract from the race."

The trikes will be the same for both colleges, except for what minor alterations can be made by the mechanical masters of Jones and Brown. Rumor has it that Dr. Wann may juice up the Jones trikes even if he has to spike the riders.

Modified Rules
The rules for the race are essentially similar to the rules for the beer-bike relay, with the exception of the "seats on the seat" rule. Each team will consist of seven riders and seven drinkers, instead of ten. The course will be a modified version of the course used for the main event.

Miss Drayton also commented, "Those other women (Jones girls) may be able to out swim us, but they can't out trike us!"

Miss Rosenberg countered that they will fall back on their "obvious superiority in sports requiring grace and agility, rather than brute strength or an ability to make passes" to suppress the Brown challenge.